
Q.1     Explain challenges of HRM in the era of globalization . 

Q.2     Explain HR demand for casting techniques . 

Q.3     ‘Potential appraisal system is important for effective performance 

Appraisal ‘. Comment. 

Q.4      Explain objectives of employee welfare . 

Q.5      Explain the purpose of job analysis . 

Q.6      In the era of globalization, HRM plays a vital role to attract foreign talent . 

             Explain the strategies for above taking an example of hotel Industry . 

Q.7      Explain the difference between carrier pathing and succession planning 

              while planning for success in a career . 

Q.8       Is soualization necessary process for orientation process ? Justify your 

               Statement . 

Q.9      “ Potential appraisal has taken a step ahead than performance appraisal in 

                the world of Global competition “.  Justify your statement by taking a 

                suitable example . 

Q.10     The Marxist approach to Industrial Relation is appropriate in some      

              countries considering trade Unions in employee interest . Explain this  

              statement comparing  wite  other approaches . 

Q.11     Describe the various methods of wage determination . 

Q.12     Why grievance handling is so important to deal in an organization ?                      

              Explain with reference to government organization in view of HR Manger . 

Q.13     What are the various  objectives of Industrial relations ? 



Q.14     What is the difference between Recruitment and Selection ? Explain in               

details.         

 Q.15    What are the  various  methods of Employee welfare in an organization ? 

 Q.16    How Human Resource is planned in an organization ? Explain it in view of      

              fulfilling corporate  objectives . 

 Q.17     What are the various methods of performance appraisal ? Which method 

                do you think is best in current  scenario ? 

 Q.18      Socialization and Induction leads to better HR planning . Explain. 

 Q.19      Participative Management is an integral part of employee empowerment 

                Explain . 

 Q.20      Human  Resource Management has various components to be dealt with.   

                 What in your opinion are major components to be taken care of in an                                                                   

                 organization ? 

  Q.21      What are the recent development in Human Resource Management ?  

                 How will you justify it in changing environment ? 

  Q.22       What is Career Planning ? Explain its procedure . 

  Q.23        What is the difference between Training and Development ? Why is it  

 so essential in all types of organizations ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Q.1    What  are the basic objective of HRM in an organization. Justify it in    

            changing environment . 

Q.2    Explain job analysis & job description as important HR activity . 

Q.3    Distinguish between training & development why it is important in any   

Organization .  

Q.4     Write short note on – 1.Employee       2. Wage determination 

Q.5     Describe scope of succession planning . 

Q.6     Discus various methods of employee welfare in an organization . 

Q.7     Are HRM & personal management synonym terms ? If yes explain ? 

           If no explain ? 

Q.8    Discus the objective of performance appraisal ? 

Q.9    List down the important function of HRM and explain any three in brief . 

Q.10    What are the different types of furring . Explain in short . 

Q.11    Distinguish between recruitment and selection ? 

Q.12    Outlive the features of career planning ? 

Q.13    Explain any two important act under industrial relation ? 

Q.14    What is grievance management how it is used in solving disputes in an  

            Organization . 

Q.15    Explain various methods of manpower search for better selection which  

             method is best in recruitment process . 

Q.16    What is succession planning describe its importance and scope . 

Q.17    What is the role of trade Union in industrial relation . 

Q.18    Distinguish between induction and orientation . 

Q.19    Explain difference between performance appraisal & potential appraisal .     


